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Ref: 1050  Finca, Villamanrique de la Condesa 250,000€

30,176m² 200m² 2 1

This is a modern ECO country cottage in a fica of more than 30,000m2 of private property which is fully enclosed.      The cottage
comprises of two bedrooms a bathroom and a huge living room with open plan Kitchen and fire place. There is also an outside toilet
and shower in the swimming pool area. There are two covered terraces on each side of the house and the large patio around the
swimming pool area. The gorgeous landscape is given over to nature with variouse mature garden areas of mediterranean trees,
aromatic plants, Olives, grapes, figs, lemons, oranges, eucalyptus and rustic paths.       The views of the surounding countryside is
beautiful and there are no signs of neighbours, quite and realaxing.      The finca has it own water and electricity supply, water is from
a bore hole (well) in the property and electricity is from solar panels,  so totaly self sufficient.       Located only 2 kilometers from the
village of Villamanrique, 15 Kilometers to El RocÍo and Seville city is just 40 kilometers. The beach is 40 kilometers or 30 minutes
drive. Very near to DoÑana National park and nature reserve.      Must See !                           
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